
Gavin impasse chain #16705

#16695

impasse + explanation (disorganised, unproductive
+ no proposed solutions + no agreement from

gavin to improve methodology)

impasse 1

#16699

> You could try to explain why you believe I am using these
relationships incorrectly? 

#16701

> #16699 Impasse #2: the reply to impasse #1 did not engage with impasse #1.

link to essay - debates and impasse chains

#16701 - If I am asking you to show me how the math tree should look
in your opinion and I have showed you how I think it should look in my
opinion and you are unwilling to put forth the effort to show what the
math tree should look like then that is evidence that you share some
responsibility in the impasse and you aren’t interested in helping me

learn to use the conversation tree the way you think it should be used.

#16705 Impasse #3: the reply to impasse #2
did not engage with impasse #2.

#16695 - If I am asking you to show me how the math tree should look
in your opinion and I have showed you how I think it should look in my
opinion and you are unwilling to put forth the effort to show what the
math tree should look like then that is evidence that you share some
responsibility in the impasse and you aren’t interested in helping me

learn to use the conversation tree the way you think it should be used.

#16705 Impasse #4: No response to impasse #3 (
#16708 ). Continuing to ignore my pov by

attempting to continue discussion that I already
expressed an impasse with.

> 3. Agreed to learn and use the method I suggested (involving trees),
but have not followed up by acting accordingly. E.g. you apparently
don't want to make the effort to actually make the math tree or the

clause tree (you also don't seem to know how and aren't asking
questions to learn, but you could have at least made the effort to use

MindNode).

I put forth effort. So this is not true. A tree can be done like this: <snip:
example "tree">

#16715 Impasse #5: No response to impasse #4.

I'm ending the conversation here and I'm not
interested in having any other conversations with

you. I have better things to do.

As a way forward now, I suggest solo learning or
talking with someone else interested in FI.

Gavin replies to earlier in the thread
again, not the latest impasse.

*Sigh*

Gavin claims he's putting in the required effort -- that's a disagreement
with curi. Although there's no reason to address this considering the
impasse chain: I'm not convinced he has put in the *required* effort,

despite putting in *some* effort.

curi actually points out the
problem in more detail

Gavin still doesn't respond to the impasse thing directly,
even tho curi points out the problem causing impasse 3 was

the lack of response to impasse 2.

Gavin is missing the point

Gavin posts a verbatim copy of what he said previously,
except that it's responding to earlier in the convo. Shows

he still hasn't read the essay.

I think this is -- *by Gavin's own
standards* bad faith

Option: clearly the first time G posted this msg it
didn't have the desired effect. Instead, Gavin

could have said something like:

"I'm not sure how to resolve this, but I don't want
it to get worse. How should I proceed so we can

resolve these impasses?"

Comment: this isn't a great response, but it's at least *on topic*
now. My suspicion is that this would not cause another impasse,

or at least not for the same reason. A fine response from curi
would be just to link to his essay again (or to the comment where

he links his essay).

"I will respond directly to impasses."

This actually resolves impasse
#3, I think. so the chain would go

back to impasse #2.

"I'll respond directly to impasses. I believe this resolves
impasse 3 and 2. Impasse 1 is that my discussion is

unproductive, that I haven't proposed solutions, and I haven't
agreed to improve my methodology.

"I'm willing to improve my methodology, and I don't have a
better soln than impasse chains and paths forward. I think, to

resolve impasse 1, I need to improve my methodology."

(continue along those lines)

Gavin didn't read the essay. This causes
another impasse because he's not
addressing the deepest impasse.

Option: Gavin *should* have read the essay, then
he'd have known responding to the deepest topic

was important, not one part of something curi
brought up previously

Gavin claims that curi "[shares] some responsibility in
the impasse" because he's "unwilling to put for the

effort to show [him]" an example.

This is wrong -- curi only has a *onus* to participate if he wants
to. In this case I'd say curi has responsibility to continue the
discussion (about impasses) if it proceeds according to the
policies he's published. curi doesn't have a responsibility to

provide an example at this time (not to mention there already
were examples available)

curi links his essay here, so
Gavin should read it

Gavin puts onus on curi to explain problems with
relationships (which responds to the first bit in 16695, but not

the impasse which is the priority of the post)

> Can you do the tree in your
comment section without using

a link to an image?

This might be a reasonable request earlier in the
conversation. Like 'I don't know what you mean, can you

give me an example?'

As it happened, there already were examples and other
resources, so it'd be reasonable for curi to respond to that
(if it was asked in different context) by linking rather than

producing anything new.

> You have to be willing to learn if you want to have a
conversation. I have proven my willingness to learn. I
don’t believe there needs to be anything more than a

sincere willingness to learn.

Weird phrasing (2nd person) makes it a bit unclear
b/c his previous stuff was addressing curi, so

swapping to 2nd person here is jarring.

a 'sincere willingness to learn' a) isn't enough, and
b) something ppl often lie about. Often they're

*sort of, a little bit willing*, but not willing to do
indirection to get there.

LEGEND
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